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Local Union Curator permissions are issued at an individual user account level in LinkedIn Learning and cannot be 
transferred to a new Curator later if the Local Union Curator account is created under a personal email address. The 
local’s designated Curator should keep the Local Union Curator account and their personal LinkedIn Learning 
account separate with different email addresses and login credentials, and they should not connect the Local Union 
Curator account to their personal LinkedIn profile. We recommend that the local’s designated Curator use an email 
address associated with a position at the local. If you are unsure what email address to use, please contact us. 

The local union president, secretary treasurer, BA, or training coordinator must complete and sign this form. The 
officer completing and submitting this form must be an officer other than the individual listed as the designated 
Curator on this form. Email the application to lil@iatsetrainingtrust.org. 

 

TODAY’S 
DATE 

LOCAL  
UNION  PHONE 

OFFICER 
NAME 

OFFICER   
TITLE 

EMAIL 

OFFICER 
SIGNATURE 

LOCAL UNION CURATOR 

This local officer will be assigned the Curator designation on linkedinlearning.com. Curators can upload custom 
content, create and recommend learning paths within their group, and track completions. The Local Union 
Curator is also the point person at the local for the TTF to contact with any enrollment issues that may arise (e.g., 
incorrect email addresses or questions about subscription status). 

OFFICER 
NAME 

OFFICER   
TITLE 

Do not use a personal email address for the Local Union Curator account. We recommend using an email address 
associated with a position at the local, such as trainingcoordinator@local.com. 

EMAIL PHONE 

____ initials I understand that I will need to keep the Local Union Curator account separate from my personal 
LinkedIn Learning account and that I will need to use different email addresses and login credentials for each of 
these accounts. 
____ initials I understand that the Local Union Curator should not be connected to my personal LinkedIn profile 
during the Local Union Curator account activation process or at any time thereafter. 
OFFICER 
SIGNATURE 

TODAY’S 
DATE 

These policies are subject to change at any time by the trustees. The application and/or interpretation of these policies shall at all times be 
subject to the discretion of the trustees, to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

IATSE TTF USE ONLY ` MPT ` SLE ` TS ` SB ` M ` MM    

LINKEDIN LEARNING LOCAL UNION CURATOR 
APPLICATION 
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